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Session Outline:

• The Minnesota State University, Mankato Story
• Digital Preservation Plans
• Professional Development Tools
• Group Activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our Gilligan Island themed presentation today, Anne and I are going to share how we journeyed to Digital Preservation Island.  After that Heidi will provide you information on components of digital preservation plans and some reservation best practices.  Adam will share some professional development resources to supplement what we share today.  We will conclude the session with a group activity.  Our goal is that you’ll feel comfortable joining us on Digital Preservation Island.  



Just sit right back
And you'll hear a tale…
• Minnesota Digital 

Library, 2000
• 1st Digitized Images 

in AY2004
• In MDL
• In MSU CONTENTdm
• In-house scanning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato has been working with digital materials since the early 2000s.  We worked with the Minnesota Digital Library during its founding years and began digitizing in house in about 2004.  Our earliest digital content was made available via Minnesota Reflections. Soon after that we acquired the Digital Content Management system ContentDM and began actively digitizing photographs and negatives. 



Make us comfortable with our DAM  
nest

• ARCH
• http://arch.lib.mnsu.edu
• 133,000 digital items

• Cornerstone
• http://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu
• 4800 digital items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Since then we’ve migrated to a new Digital Asset Management System called Islandora.  We have labeled our instance, ARCH: University Archives Digital Collections.  About the same time we added an institutional repository from another company called BePress.  Our local instance of that is called Cornerstone.  Our institutional repository is the home to the scholarly output of our campus faculty, staff, and students, In fact today’s presentation and handouts will be available in Cornerstone for you after this session.  We have a link at the end of the presentation.  Today ARCH has over 133,000 digital objects.  This includes: images, negatives, oral histories, yearbooks, newspapers, and video interviews.  We have about 13 TB of data.  Cornerstone has over 4800 digital objects including: theses, papers, books, presentations, posters, videos, and images.  This is about half a TB of material.  Many of these items are smaller PDFs rather than the tiffs hence the smaller amount of data storage.  In addition to the material we are digitizing, we are also slowly getting more and more digital materials donated to the archives.  

http://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/
http://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/


Four passengers set sail that day,
For a three hour tour,
• University Archivist
• Digital Initiatives 

Librarian
• Archives Technician 

(with Digitization 
emphasis)

• Archives Technician
• Digital Initiatives 

Technician (half time)

• Graduate Assistant 
(sometimes)

• Student Workers – 4-8
• Interns (occasionally)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we started digitizing, the Archives was staffed by Anne and I.  We had a graduate assistant and some student workers.  We definitely made progress, but additional staffing in recent years really made the difference. Today, the four of us all have different roles with digitization and our productivity in the area of digitization has been quite high.  This is supplemented by our assorted student workers as well.   Our staffing increase coincided with the planning for our sesquicentennial celebration at the University.  In anticipation of this anniversary we increased our digitization efforts and focused them on high impact projects like the school newspaper and bulletins.  We just finished celebrating in the fall, and our digital collections were invaluable to us and the University.  



Lots of Materials—Lots of Digitization
Audio & Moving Images

Newspapers

Books

Photos
Negatives

Slides

Microform

Presenter
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Anne – Scanners��Many formats to digitize:�Microfilm:  ST Imaging ViewScan 3Images:  Epson Perfection Pro V850Oversize:  Epson Expression 10000XL�Books:  Fujitsu fi-7160Audio:  Cassettes  TASCAM 202 mkVIIOtari MX-5050TEAC A-2300Slides:  SlideSnap ProMoving Images:  Sanyo DVD Recorder/VCR	SoftwareMicrofilm: S-T ViewScan PremiumImages & Oversized:  VueScan 9 x64(9.6.35)Books:  PaperStream Capture 2.5.0.9�Audio:  SonyForge Pro version 11.0 (build 299)Slides:   BatchCrop and SlideSnap Pro Auto Cropper



Will do their very best to make 
each other comfortable

• In-house Digitization
• External Funding

• MCHF Grants 

Male students sitting on comfortable chairs watching 
movie in a small room, Mankato State College, 1959-02-
20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Anne has shared, we have acquired a number of digitization resources over the years.  This has allowed us to do a lot of work in-house.  Much of it by students.  Saying that we have not always had the resources or time to complete a project on our own.  That’s when we’ve looked to external vendors and occasionally utilized grants (specifically the Digitization Grant from the Minnesota Cultural Heritage Fund Grants from the MNHS).  There was a session this morning from the MNHS Grants Office on applying for grants and I hope you attended.  If you have questions, I encourage you to contact the Grants staff.  Grants and external vendors are great resources to help get a project started or completed.  They also create a lot of digital files to manage and preserve. 



The Storage Started Getting Rough…
• Staff and Projects started to 

Accelerate 
• Started running out of space –

backups created but NOT safe 
nor manageable

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato. 
Three females in a canoe in Highland Arena Pool at Mankato State College, 1968. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A4631
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Anne��As you can imagine, we’ve managed to accrue a lot of digital files/objects over the years.  Two things started to happen.�More StaffMore expectation to get more done Managing multiple projects simultaneously, urgent projectsPreparing for the SesquicentennialYearbooksCatalogsSpecific Oral HistoriesScan on demand, not only for our own research but for other departments and organizations working on their Sesquicentennial celebrationsLack of Space:Actual Storage Space  (inadequate number of back ups )The sheer size of storage is difficult to adequately hard to organize and manageMuch like the ladies in the canoe--we were reaching a tipping point.  



Born Digital Accessions Set Ground 
on the Archives Desk!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Born Digital Accessions – how to:�ManageFile inventoriesFormats (PC vs MAC)StoreAdequate storageLocations Provide accessDigital CollectionsReading Room Access�So many questions and uncertainty!  “Cue dramatic cliffhanger”  And now for our first commercial break!



Our First Commercial Break…

Source: Memorial Library @ Minnesota State University, Mankato (2019, April 16).  Digital Storage Commercial Archives [Video file].  Retrieved from 
https://youtu.be/eR4gHYM25sc

Credit: Written, Directed, Edited, and Starring: Ben Siglin; Videographer: Shania Gilmore.   

https://youtu.be/eR4gHYM25sc


Our Bus Got Stuck in a Field of Muck
of This Uncharted Preservation Plan.

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato.  Mankato State College inter-campus 
bus stuck in the mud, 1961. https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A4006

The Great Collapse of 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AnneAnd now back to our Story�Funny MavDisk Story��  But first a little back story…� Our campus has MavDISK.  MavDISK is a secure file storage facility and web server for the Minnesota State Mankato students, faculty, and staff.�We’d digitized our yearbooks ( a little more than half a TB).  And while they are available online in ARCH, our digital collections, I have no place to securely store these backups, so I store a copy on our campus MavDISK.  Great right?  I know that the campus ITS department is backing them up.  Sure it’s a lot—more than half a TB, but according to the properties, we have plenty of space right?  Right?�One Monday morning, I come to work.  That’s strange—I cannot access either our group MavDISK space or my personal MavDISK.  It must be just me.  Oh wait, I guess not—the whole campus MavDISK is down.  No worries!  Campus ITS will get our access back soon right?  Right?�Cue Mark Johnson - Vice President for Technology and Chief Information Officer—the ITS head honcho.  Mr. Johnson visits the Library Dean.  The Library Dean visits the Systems Librarian.  The Systems Librarian visits me.  The reason the MavDISK went down is because of me and my yearbook backups!  Hmmm, I’m asked remove our backups from the MacDISK.  �Ok, I’m not happy but I know that we do have a backup copy of our yearbooks on our library storage array (disk array, also called a storage array, is a data storage system used for block-based storage, file-based storage or object storage. The term is used to describe dedicated storage hardware that contains spinning hard disk drives (HDDs) or solid-state drives (SSDs).  We’re still good right?  Right?�Hmmm, a couple of months later, our library storage array fails – no Yearbook digital backups except in our ARCH digital collections.  We’re down to two options.�Rescan all of the yearbooks.  Not my first choice, but we can do it.  We did it once, we can do it again.  It would probably take about 4-5 months, a semester, to complete.�Download all of the yearbooks directly out of ARCH, out digital collections, which seemed doable right?  Right?  Hmmm, no—not so much.  You see, due to the compound file structure of the yearbook digital files, we would need to download each and every page of each and every yearbook individually, one by one.�You can see our dilemma.  Did it all work out in the end?  Yes but not without requiring our PALS Developer assistance, who had to download the files directly from the server.  �



Are You Stranded on the Island?

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato.  
Students waiting at the bus shelter at Mankato State University, 1988.   
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A49002

DigiVengers to the Rescue?! 
• Storage plan which led to a Digital 

Preservation plan

• Workshops
• Professional reading

Bitcurator Workstation
https://bitcurator.net/bitcurator/

Need a New Plan

Presenter
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AnneIn 2015, the DigiVengers had created the first draft of our Preservation Plan�The DigiVengers utilized lessons from conferences,reading, professional development, workshops, training and nifty tools to harness the power of digital preservation.The gold standard, the tool that most institutions aimed to use was BitCurator:  a stack of free and open source digital forensics tools and associated software libraries, modified and packaged for increased accessibility and functionality for collecting institutions. BitCurator is able to extract, analyze, and produce reports on features of interest in text extracted from born-digital materials contained in collections or accessions. https://bitcurator.net/bitcurator/  But like many great dreams, it was not all it seemed.�Installed as a Linux environment; run as a virtual machine on top of a PCDespite great technical support from our own library Systems Area, we experienced numerous technical difficultiesWe decided to scale that plan back to keep it accessible and achievable for usDo you think those guys are waiting for the bus from the previous slide?  Which leads us to…

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:49002
https://bitcurator.net/bitcurator/


Disclaimers
• We are not all-knowing 

experts in everything.
• We are still learning about 

digital preservation.
• Possible side effects from 

today may include:
• A need to learn more 

about digital 
preservation.

• A desire to create your 
own digital 
preservation plan. 

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato.  
The Reporter, Tuesday, September 26, 1989, page 10. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A129775

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warning – Disclaimers!!!!

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:129775


Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato.   A group of students discussing in class, Mankato State College, 1959-03-17 .   
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A61509

Have you 
lost digital 

files?

Have received 
donations of 

digital files on  
CDs/digital 

files/hardware?

Do born 
digital items 
scare you?

Do I have a Digital 
Preservation Plan?

Do you know if 
your digital files 
are backed up? 

Does the 
word digital 
scare you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anne – Interactive slidePlease raise your hand if?And I’ll bet you are now asking yourself, if “I have a Digital Preservation Plan”?� If you answered yes to three or more, you’ve come to the right presentation!

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:61509


Our Digital Preservation Plan is at 
http://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/lib_services_fac_pubs/53

• Draft (2016)
• Needs updates
• Needs content

SOS!  
(AKA: Save Our Stuff with a Digital Preservation Plan)

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State 
University, Mankato. Mankato State College, Father Halloran from 
Newman Club posing with boat in front of a house, May 26, 1958. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A124575

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeidiSo you have all this digital material but how do you ensure that it will be around for the long term?  As archivists and curators, we have concerns about the preservation of materials in our physical collections.  Well, digital materials are no different – have to preserve them as well and so you need a digital preservation plan.  As Anne said, the DigiVengers, in between fighting crime, began to work on our digital preservation plan in 2015-2016.  Borrowed components from multiple sources – 2015 MAC Fall Symposium on Managing Digital Collections in Archives, Northeast Document Conservation Center got our start, MHS/State Archives Developing a Preservation Plan, and we stole a lot from the University of Minnesota’s Digital Preservation Framework (thanks U of MN).  Draft in March 2016 – very drafty, incomplete and immediately obsolete when we ran into equipment problems (storage)BUT it was a START = here’s your take-away for the day = start writing/gathering information about what you have and what you need – fill in things as you go.  BECAUSE if you have nothing on paper and the preverbal bus runs you down, you and your organization will have nothing to go on – you will have to start from scratch.  Now looking back at our Digital Preservation Plan, it is still missing some details, and if you compare our plan with the worksheet in front of you, they are different.  Our plan started out small – it is a summary of what we have, how it is arranged and where we are going to store our digital content.  So our next few slides will concentrate on looking at these specific components of a digital preservation plan.     

http://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/lib_services_fac_pubs/53
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:124575


Who’s On Your Island and How Many 
Coconuts Do you Have?

• Support?

• Stakeholders?

• Funding?

• What can you Afford?
• Staff Time
• Finances
• Loss (Are you ready to lose 

everything?)

• Policies?
• Local/Organizational

http://lib.mnsu.edu/archives/diglib/intro.html

• State/County
http://lib.mnsu.edu/archives/rm/intro.html Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato.  “The 

Patriots” Fall play 1960 Mankato State College October 31, 1960. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A57008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeidiOne component of a Digital Preservation Plan = Knowing who is on your Island = Self-Assessment of who your team is and what they can doWho supports you – director, archivist, IT, ask question to see what role each person plays on your crewStakeholders – who’s your audience, why are you doing this, what levels of technology do they know?�Funding – do you have lots of coconuts or just a few nuts?, what do you have to work with, start small, don’t have to buy everything at once, can grow incrementally, are there grants that you can apply for to help you out?  Afford – what can you really afford = staff time spent on this and there is always money involved (no free kittens & no free digital projects) BUT the real question is: are you willing to lose everything that you have digitized if you don’t take the time to write a plan????Policies – are their policies that can help you?  We have a collection development policy that describes our collections and what goes into each repository.  Are there state or county policies that you can point to help you describe why you are doing this and why it is important.   We have retention schedules for our records.  

http://lib.mnsu.edu/archives/diglib/intro.html
http://lib.mnsu.edu/archives/rm/intro.html
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:57008


• Begin with a list
• Create a log that 

includes 
• Unique identifiers 
• Locations 

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato. Mankato State 
University Students in surveying class, 1990
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A4679

Survey Your Surroundings

Spreadsheets/Databases are your friends!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anne Feels overwhelming right?  It can be.  We recommend Baby Steps!What you have – basic or detailed�Could be list of objects, accessions or ingest logBegin with a listCreate a log Unique identifiers strongly encouragedLocations strongly encouragedSpreadsheets are your friend3.  I am personally obsessed with logs.  I’m pretty sure that I drove Heidi crazy when she joined us because I was always yammering on and on about this log, that log, your log, my logAnd that brings us to our second commercial break!

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:4679


Our Second Commercial Break…

Source: rosc2112.  (2010, July 25). log song [Video file].  Retrieved from https://youtu.be/8-9scNP5KWk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOG SONG!  SING ALONG!  �What rolls down stairs alone or in pairs, and over your neighbor's dog?�What's great for a snack, And fits on your back? It's log, log, logIt's log, it's log,It's big, it's heavy, it's wood.It's log, it's log, it's better than bad, it's good." Everyone wants a logYou're gonna love it, logCome on and get your logEveryone needs a loglog log log *whistle*LOG FROM BLAMMO

https://youtu.be/8-9scNP5KWk


Organization (File/Folder Naming)
• Unique Names (version, date)
• Dates = YYYY_MM_DD or YYYYMMDD or YYYY or YYYY-MM 

or YYYY-YYYY
• Avoid special characters
• Use underscores or dashes to represent spaces
• Use Leading Zeros (001, 002, 003, etc.)
• Filename Extensions = Library of Congress’ Sustainability of 

Digital Formats Document
• Our Example: msu00072_SMHC_103_07_022_0006.tif
• Tools:

• ReNamer Lite = http://www.den4b.com/?x=downloads&product=renamer
• Bulk Rename Utility = http://www.bulkrenameutility.co.uk/Download.php

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heidi While it is very important to have an inventory or log of your collections, it is equally important to know where everything is and how it is arranged.  After all your plan is useless if everything is just saved here and there and you don’t know what’s what.  It is also important to write down how you have things organized so that you do not forget down the road or if you have an opportunity to add more members to your crew.  Writing this down NOW will save you hassle later. Here are just a few things to keep in mind when you are organizing your materials: Create unique file names.  Duplicate file names cause problemsAdd dates to differentiate your files = USE formats/standard date conventions such as the ISO 8601 standard of YYYY-MM-DD or YYYYMMDD.  Variations include just YYYY, YYYY-MM or YYYY-YYYYAvoid using special charactersUse underscores or dashes instead of spacesUse leading zeros with numberingFilename Extensions = those letters at the end which designate the specific file format (pdf, jpeg, tiff) – we follow the recommendations found in the document produced by the Library of Congress called Sustainability of Digital Formats (http://www.loc.gov/preservation/digital/formats/fdd/descriptions.shtml) – this document shows the various digital file formats and has a section that discusses recommendations for each format’s Filename Extension – usually a 3 letter abbreviation (example: tif rather than tiff).   Our example = unique-identifier_repository-abbreviation_collection-number_box-number_folder-number_item-digitized-number.file-extension-abbreviation Have a lot of files and want to rename them using automation?  Try a couple of our tools that we have found very useful that we learned about = ReNamer Lite (simple tool to use to bulk rename files using rules) OR Bulk Rename Utility (little more bells and whistles)

http://www.loc.gov/preservation/digital/formats/fdd/descriptions.shtml
http://www.den4b.com/?x=downloads&product=renamer
http://www.bulkrenameutility.co.uk/Download.php


Metadata

• Standards and Best Practices
• MODS, Dublin Core, VRA (Metadata Structure Standards)
• Metadata Content Standards (Best Practices)

• Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS) 
• Minnesota Digital Library (MDL) Standards & Best Practices

• How much do you include?  
• More Product vs Less Process?

• Tools
• Exiftool = http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool/
• NARA File Analyzer and Metadata Harvester 

= https://github.com/usnationalarchives/File-Analyzer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeidiDigital preservation is not just about saving the digital content.  It also includes saving all the information that you use to describes the digital content.  This information we know as metadata (data about data) – think of it this way – just as you enter information on a spreadsheet or in a database that describes your physical collection, you have to enter information that describes that born digital document or report that you are digitizing.  Metadata is another key component of a Digital Preservation Plan and you should recording information about what metadata standards you are using and your best practices.  This again is good in case you forget what you have done or if you have new people joining your crew.   For a good introduction to metadata, I highly recommend taking a look at the 2011 book = Metadata for Digital Collections: A How-To-Do-Manual by Steven Miller Professor Emeritus from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.  He is working on a 2nd edition of the book due out in 2020.   Without getting to technical, when we talk about metadata, there are metadata structure standards that provide details on how the metadata is structured/formatted and organized.  Examples include: MODS = Metadata Object Description Schema from the Library of Congress; Dublin Core Metadata Element Set = used with CONTENTdm and VRA Core from the Library of Congress and the Visual Resources Association.  You can click on these links in our presentation to get more details.   There are also Metadata Content Standards which are rules or usage guidelines for how to input data into the structure.  These are your best practices for metadata entry = provide guidance on how you enter a title or  a person’s name or a subject.  In our Archives, we use DACS to help with our data entry into ArchivesSpace (which is what we use for describing and arranging our archival materials – kind of like PastPerfect), but we use the MDL standards for our digital collections.  Highly recommend that you use the MDL guidelines, esp. for projects that you may want to include in MN Reflections.   We are fortunate to have students helping us enter metadata, but if you are in a smaller place, you may not have the luxury of lots of help.  So how much metadata is too much?  How do you weigh more product vs less process? As a former cataloger, I see the value and importance in good and COMPLETE metadata.  After all you would not be able to find things without it, but more importantly, the metadata captures things about your digital content that is very helpful in its preservation.  Metadata can records information (called Administrative Metadata) about the object’s digitization lifecycle such as the type of scanner used (digitization equipment specs), the file name, the date that an object was digitized, and rights statement (who owns the copyright).   By figuring this out ahead of time, you will save yourself the stress of having to redo or add information later and you will be prepared to know which objects may have to be converted to different file formats so that people can actually view the item (remember wordperfect?) So we have a couple of recommended tools that we use to work with metadata:  Exiftool = Command Line (command prompt) program that allows you to see embedded metadata across a diverse set of files (ex. hard drive full of pictures) – it will give you information about that digital object.  AV Preserve has a very nice 4 part video series on how to use this tool!   NARA File Analyzer and Metadata Harvester = from the National Archives = allows a user to analyze the contents of a file system or external drive to generate a report about its contents (get things like file format, size, and will run checksums (will get to those in a bit).   

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/
http://dublincore.org/
https://www.loc.gov/standards/vracore/
https://www2.archivists.org/standards/DACS
http://mndigital.org/standards-best-practices/minnesota-reflections-metadata-entry-guidelines
http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/%7Ephil/exiftool/
https://github.com/usnationalarchives/File-Analyzer


Backup Copies and Storage

• How many copies do 
you keep?

• How are they 
arranged/organized?

• Where do you keep 
them?

• What do you keep?

• Born Digital = 3, 
Digitized = 2

• Mirror Digital 
Collections Structures

• Everywhere, On Site, 
Off Site, Cloud

• Master File (originals), 
uncompressed?, 
zipped?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heidi Of all the things in a digital preservation plan, for us, so far, the hardest thing has been our storage concerns.  Storage for digital items is a lot like proper storage of your artifacts – you have to have the proper containers for the items and you have to have enough room for your items.  Digital storage comes with a whole host of other things – things that you may not have thought about and digital storage can be a lot more expensive especially if you have a large number of digital items.  But wait you say, you don’t need storage – you can just add your items to a repository or web page and not have to worry about them anymore, right?   Well, if you remember a few minutes ago, Anne was telling you our story of loss.    Just because you put things into a repository or on a web page does not ensure that they are 100% safe.  After all, what happens if the web page goes down or you accidentally delete your repository? No, proper storage for digital objects involves things like backup copies and keeping them in multiple locations – remember the LOCKSS principle = lots of copies keep stuff safe So here are a few questions that we asked ourselves as we began to consider a proper place to keep our digital files – things that are necessary in your Digital Preservation Plan. Question number 1 = How many copies do you keep?  Well, it can vary.   To us a better question was = How many copies do we keep of things that we digitize and things that are born digital? Born Digital = Information created that originates in an electronic format.  For example, photographs you take with your phone or digital camera would be “born digital.” If you are just scanning a printed photo, then you are just digitizing or making a digital copy of an item.  So our answer to the copy question is that we retain 3 copies of anything that is born digital and just 2 copies of something that has been digitized.  We are counting one copy as being in our repositories and the other two will need to be stored in other places. We are comfortable with 2 copies of something that has been digitized as we still retain the original object (ie. photo, document, etc.). While we would like to keep 7 copies of everything, we just don’t have time/space/money to do so, so we tried to be realistic about this.    There are some great tools on the U of MN Digital Preservation page that can also help you find and identify duplicates – because you don’t want to keep 20 copies of the same thing, right?  Do you really want all those mis-scanned items that are upside down or fuzzy or just plain duplicates?  This is where it is important to have good file structure and naming to help you avoid saving those duplicate copies  Question 2: How are your copies arranged/organized?  Yes, organization of your copies is very important because you want to be able to find a copy easily and quickly in the case of an emergency.  So we decided that we would arrange any backup copies in the same way that we have our digital collections structured.  This way we do not have to learn 2 different organizational structures.  Question 3: Where are the backup copies kept?  Well, this is the ultimate question and the one that we have really struggled to answer.  Common sense says that we should keep them away from where we keep our current digital collections. But where is that?  Do we keep them on site or off site?  What do we put them on?  Do we use CDs, hard drives, shared drives or the cloud?  How do we get them there?  What is the cost for all this?  These are the types of things that we are still struggling to figure out.   Question 4: What do you keep?  We are keeping the original files in their original format.  But this is going to take a large amount of storage space.  So do we compress the files or do we bundle them together and zip them?  We don’t have the answers to these questions.   We are not sure ourselves, but we have been looking at the Library of Congress Recommended Formats Standard (a link is on your handout) to help guide us as what we consider is the recommend format that best maximizes the chances for survival and continued accessibility of digital content.   Bagger/BagIt = Bagger is a desktop software tool developed at the Library of Congress that packages files into a specific directory structure, called a bag, for transfer and digital preservation = allows you to bundle files together (such as a metadata file with a digital object) in a bag.  This isn’t really a metadata generator/tool – just something to consider if you are looking for a way to bundle files together.  



Will We Ever Be Rescued?
• Organization and Proper file/folder naming
• Format Decisions 
• Fixity Checking (Running Checksums)

• Checksums = “Algorithmically-computed numeric value 
for a file or a set of files used to validate the state and 
content of the file for the purpose of detecting 
accidental errors that may have been introduced during 
its transmission or storage.” page 7 of U of MN Libraries Digital Preservation Framework 

• Tools
• Fixity = https://www.weareavp.com/products/fixity/#fixity-download

• HashMyFiles = http://www.nirsoft.net/utils/hash_my_files.html

• ExactFile = https://www.exactfile.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heidi So as you see, there are a lot of unanswered questions and concerns that we still have.  Our Digital Preservation Plan needs more work.  Therefore, the million dollar question is – Will We ever be rescued?  The answer is actually no – digital preservation takes much work and that work is never ending.  As long as you have digital content, you will have to take steps to preserve and ensure that content is safe.  You will have to keep organizing your content and making sure you are following proper file and folder naming.  You will have to make sure that what you save and preserve now will be able to be opened in the future, so you will have to make decisions on the formats of your files.  Since formats change, you will have to keep up and change your plan as needed.   Then there is the scary stuff – ensuring that your files do not get corrupt or transformed due to viruses, mistakes, etc.  Just like we need to monitor things like temperature, humidity where we store our materials and check to make sure that water or light does not damage them, you have to do the same thing with your digital objects.  By generating Checksums (which is an “algorithmically-computed numeric value for a file or a set of files used to validate the state and content of the file for the purpose of detecting accidental errors that may have been introduced during its transmission or storage” – thank you U of MN for that definition) and then rechecking them later, you will be able to check that your materials are in their original state. This is not something that you can run once and forget about it.  Running checksums is never ending – you will have to do this for the long term.  Here are a few tools that you can use to generate these checksums:Fixity = from AVPreserve, Fixity is a free utility for automated monitoring and reporting on the data integrity of stored files.  Fixity scans a folder or directory and creates a manifest of the files, including their file paths and their checksums, against which a regular comparative analysis can be run. Fixity monitors file integrity through the generation and validation of checksums, and file attendance through monitoring and reporting on new, missing, moved and renamed files.HashMyFiles = Create and verify checksum values over time on single or multiple files.ExactFile = Create and verify checksum values for monitoring files over time.  

https://www.lib.umn.edu/dp/digital-preservation-framework
https://www.weareavp.com/products/fixity/#fixity-download
http://www.nirsoft.net/utils/hash_my_files.html
https://www.exactfile.com/


Next Steps for Us
• Newly improved Digital 

Preservation Plan  
• Lots of Re-organization, 

Re-naming & Re-
structuring

• Run Checksums
• Born Digital Accession Plan 

2.0
• Launched ArchivesSpace

https://archivesspace.lib.mnsu.edu

• Microsoft Azure Cloud 
Storage

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, Mankato.  A 
picture of a Mankato State Teachers College student holding his two children in the 
MSTC barracks dormitory, 1950s. 
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A2086

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heidi So while we are still on the Island, we do have some things that we are working on.  If you look at your Digital Preservation Plan worksheet and then look at our plan, obviously, our Digital Preservation Plan needs some more, But any Digital Preservation Plan is  under continuous improvement – always should be updating it or reviewing it each year.  We hope to have an improved Digital Preservation Plan soon – never be perfect.  And we are okay with that.  We (okay mostly me) have been maybe a little lax on working on our file names and structure and organization.  And someone needs to work on their logs (okay – it is all me!).  So there is a lot of reorganization, renaming and restructuring that we will be working on. Checksums – we have not run checksums on everything and our lofty goal of running these every 3 months has not worked.  So we just need to run them and figure out how often we should run them.    We had a very ambitious plan called “MSU Archives Born-Digital Accessioning Process” from 2016 – based on inspirations from the University of Minnesota Electronic Records Task Force report. The idea behind this was to draw up plans for the accessioning of born-digital media that we were starting to see (such as hard drives and file folders stuffed full with born-digital materials.  This plan involved a dedicated workstation, a forensics bridge (to ensure that the original born digital files did not get corrupt or deleted when we moved them off of hard drives), a virtual Linux box, and specialized free software such as Bit Curator, Duke Data Accessioner.  Well, Anne, our former college Mee Xiong, and Adam worked very hard on this but it was just not working for us.  So we have simplified our plan and version 2.0 of the Born Digital Accession plan is soon to be underway.  One new tool that we have in our arsenal is the launching of ArchivesSpace this past month.  ArchivesSpace is the new home for all of our finding aids (collection guides) and replaces ARCHON as our back and front pathway for our archival collections.   ArchivesSpace is similar to PastPerfect and we feel that it is a great improvement to our old interface and all we had for the public was our web pages.  We still have a lot to do in ArchivesSpace (so it isn’t fully operational), but we believe that this new platform will no only help us show our patrons what we have, but it will also be helpful in the creation of accessions and finding aids for our digital materials.  Finally, after working with our IT department for the past few years, we finally have a place to test as a preservation storage area for all of our digital content.  With our digital content growing every day, we need a more permanent solution to our storage needs.  14 different hard drives, hundreds of CDs, and even a server did not give us enough storage space for our collections.  So we have been working with our Systems unit within the Library and now with our IT Solutions Department for a place that we can store preservation copies of all of our content.  Just last week, using Microsoft Azure, our IT Solutions department created a blob storage space that we can test.  Because neither ITS nor us know how much cloud storage is going to cost, we are doing a 1 year small scale test to see what it is going to cost for us to place things in the cloud, move them around, and whether or not we will be able to run checksums on them.  When finished, we hope that this will be the permanent place that we use to save all our preservation copies to.   

https://archivesspace.lib.mnsu.edu
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:2086


Resources and Professional 
Development 
• Minitex

• Training sessions
• Resources for 

digitization and digital 
preservation

• Minnesota Digital 
Library

• Standards and Best 
Practices

• Annual Meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minitex is an information and resource sharing program of the Minnesota Office of Higher Education and the University of Minnesota Libraries and provides education, training and consultation on digitization, digital preservation and metadata standards for libraries, archives and other institutions such as local history museums. Session types include in-person, webinars and online courses.  For example, Managing Digital Content Over Time: An Introduction to Digital Preservation.  They also have links to standards and best practices for digitization and metadata creation. Minnesota Digital Library provides access to unique digital collection shared by organizations across the state.  They have a quick reference guide to digitizing photographs and audio. They also have guidelines for creating metadata for the images.  MDL’s annual meeting is being held on June 4 at the Earle Brown Heritage Center in Brooklyn Center.  MDL works to help people with digitization projects, especially large scale items and help them get ready to work on their digital projects.  Talk to Molly at her table, view her session at 9:15 tomorrow or chat with her around the conference.

https://www.minitex.umn.edu/Digitization/
https://mndigital.org/standards-best-practices/best-practices-digitization


Resources and Professional 
Development
• University of Minnesota 

Libraries
• Digital Preservation 

Framework

• University of Michigan 
Library

• Created for personal 
collections

• Incremental 
Improvement

Presenter
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The University of Minnesota Libraries contains a Digital Preservation Framework document which outlines their approach to preservation of digital resources and how to effectively manage those resources.  It’s a good guide for developing your own digital preservation plan as well as discussing preservation with your board and leadership. They also provide a list of further resources that lists standards for digitization, preservation and metadata.The University of Michigan Libraries created a document for use at home with personal collections. I believe it would work well as a starter that you can then use to make incremental improvements on your digital collections.

https://www.lib.umn.edu/dp
https://www.lib.umich.edu/files/services/preservation/DigitalPresHowTo_2014-5.pdf


Resources and Professional 
Development - NDSA

Image courtesy of 
the National Digital 
Stewardship 
Alliance. Version 1 of 
the Levels of Digital 
Preservation table.
https://ndsa.org/doc
uments/Levels_v1.p
df

Presenter
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Developed by the National Digital Stewardship Alliance the Levels of Digital Preservation are tiered recommendations on how organizations should build or enhance their digital preservation activities. It is currently under revision by a working group with a new set of recommendations scheduled to be available later this year. The document is designed as a technical resource that doesn’t look at policy or staffing considerations.  With this document, you can implement steps based on your level of experience and comfort. You can also highlight which areas you want to work on and implement in the future.  The link to this document is available on your handout.

https://ndsa.org/activities/levels-of-digital-preservation/
https://ndsa.org/documents/Levels_v1.pdf


Blogs

• Library of Congress
• “The Signal” Blog

• Digital Preservation Matters
• Preservation, access, 

archiving, curation, 
repositories

• Digipres
• Listserve focused on 

digital preservation issues
• The Archivation Line

Presenter
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Library of Congress is the research library that officially serves the U.S. Congress and is the de facto national library of the United States.  The Library has a vast digital archives and preservation program. You can search their blog for digital preservation which will showcase different procedures and best practices that they developed in case-based scenarios. Digital Preservation Matters looks at digital preservation, long term access, digital archiving, digital curation, institutional repositories and digital or electronic records management. They are m ostly personal notes by digital preservation manager, Chris Erickson, at BYU. Digipres is a listserve through the American Library Association which focuses on digital preservation issues. It is an email listserve so it can have a wide variety of different posts from job announcements, grant information and digital preservation software and potential bug fixes.Archivation Line is our blog which includes preservation issues, equipment use and other activities going on in the University Archives.

https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/
http://preservationmatters.blogspot.com/2019
http://lists.ala.org/sympa/info/digipres
http://thearchivationline.blogspot.com/


Reach out! 

• Talk to your colleagues
• MALHM
• MNHS Local History 

Services
• Other museums

• Ask questions
• Get advice
• See what others are up 

to

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State 
University, Mankato. A professor helping a female student at 
Mankato State College, 1959-03-19
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3
A61679

Presenter
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Adam - These concepts and technology are continuously changing and evolving. But as our mission statements often read, we collect, preserve and educate/disseminate.  It can be scary and daunting to think about not only saving physical materials which is challenging enough but also collecting and preserving digital content. It’s part of mission to learn how to collect the history as it is happening now, which often includes born digital photographs or data. It’s our mission to preserve these documents which includes digitizing and preserving these digital images the best we know how, even if that is just having a back-up hard drive in a local bank deposit box. Ask questions, get advice and best of all take a leap and work to preserve that digital content!

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:61679


Interactive

• What should you do 
first? What are action 
steps? 

• Examples
• Reachable
• Incremental 

improvement

• Digital Preservation 
Plan worksheet

Image courtesy of the University Archives at Minnesota State University, 
Mankato. Ladies interact among one another at Mankato State College, 1958-
11-11
https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository%3A57164

Presenter
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Work by yourself for __ minutes to come up with three or more action steps you can take when you return to your home institution.  Write them down on these pretty notecards so you can bring them home and put up on your cork boards or someplace visible so you have goals to work towards. Examples: buying another external hard drive to back up data, downloading the NDSA Levels of Preservation Plan and review what you have done, make reachable goals for incremental improvement.  After that, we’ll spend some time developing your own digital preservation plan worksheet. The worksheet, similar to your collections plan, provides a framework for what your digital preservation plan can look at. The plan is something you can continue developing and implementing at your institution.

https://arch.lib.mnsu.edu/islandora/object/MSUrepository:57164


Contact Us!
507-389-1029
archives@mnsu.edu
Presentation Slides Available at: 
https://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/lib_services_fac_pubs/167/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adam

mailto:archives@mnsu.edu
https://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/lib_services_fac_pubs/167/
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